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INTRODUOTION 
All groups in this paper will be finite. Notations, definitions and con- 
ventions are as in [3] and [7]. Dt is the dihedral group of order 2t. 
In [7] we proved the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a monomial Izon-hypersolvable growp and let N be 
a normal subgroup of G whose factor group G/N is cyclic of prime order. 
Suppose that all proper sections of N are monomial. 
Then N is monomial if one of the following properties holda: 
1. [G/NI#2. 
2. Z(N) 'i8 not cydic or Z(N) = 1. 
3. Z(G) ia not cyclic or Z(G) = 1. 
4. G/02(G) is not iawphic to the abelian group of type (28, 2), a> 1, 
and also not isomorphic to a dihedral 2-group. 
(Notice that the word “non-hypersolvable” is superfluous in the theorem; 
this follows immediately from the proof of the theorem as presented 
in m 
It is the purpose of this paper to generalize step 4) of the theorem. 
Namely, the following two theorems hold: 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a monomial growp with non-trivial CY&G centre. 
Let N be a (normal) subgroup of G with [G/N1 = 2, Z(N) cyclic and Z(N) # 1, 
ano? such that N haa all its proper aectiolzs monomial. Suppose N is not 
monomial. Then G/02(G) ia isomorphic to an abelian group of type (28, 2), 
some a> 1, OT G/02(G) is isomorphic to 04, the dihedral growp of order 8. 
THEOREM 3. There exist groupa G satisfying all the hypotheses of theo- 
rem 2, such that for any given positive integer a G/02(G) ia isomorphic to 
the abelian group of type (28, 2). 
The question whether there do exist groups G satisfying theorem 2, 
such that G/02(G) is isomorphic to Dd, is subject of continuing 
investigation. 
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$ 1. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let G be a group satisfying all the hypotheses of theorem 2. Following 
[7], we can conclude that G admits a chain of normal subgroups to be 
described as follows : 
here K = 02(G) =02(N). K/F 0 is a 2’group whose structure has not been 
made explicit. N/J’0 operates irreducibly on Fo/Z(Fo) and trivially on 
Z(J’o). Pa is an extra-special e-group of order 22m+l, but not dihedral. 
N/K is a cyclic a-group of order 2 0, b > 1. As we saw in [7], G/K must 
have a non-trivial Schur multiplier. That is, either G/K is isomorphic to 
(d) x (e) with (d) cyclic of order 2b and (e) cyclic of order 2, or G/K 
is a dihedral 2group. See p. 162 of [7] and the paper [4]. 
Now, Fc, has a unique faithful N-invariant irreducible character 6 of 
degree 2m that can be extended to an irreducible character of N; see 
again [7] for the proof of this fact. Suppose that further G/K z &b. 
Then there are two maximal subgroups Ni and Na of G, such that 
where T/K= (G/K)‘, and G/N1 E G/N2 s G/N g C2. Notice that G/T is 
elementary abelian of order 4. There exists an irreducible character q 
of N such that 71~~ = 8, and 7 is not monomial. Let 5 =71x; so c E Irr (K) 
as QF~=~;I]P~ is irreducible. As we saw in [7], AGE Irr (G). So +=Ao for 
some linear character 2 of some subgroup H of G. Then, by Mackey’s 
lemma, (A]H n Fo)FO=~RFO~Fo. H can be chosen such that H 2 Z(F& see 
SEITZ, [6]. Let (z)=Z(Fo), then 
F(z) = q’J(z) = 277(x) = - 2m+l. 
Therefore il is non-trivial on Z(Po). As all the irreducible characters of PO 
are trivial on Z(F0) with the sole exception 8, we conclude that (~IH n F,,)FO 
contains 0 as an irreducible constituent. Now H n Fo 3 HFo, I as 
H n FO a H and as F,j =Z(Fo) _C H n FO C Fo. As 6 is an irreducible 
constituent of PFoIF,, and since degree PFo= (degree Ao)/]G: HFol, we 
have 
2m+l/lG: HFol > 2m=degree 0. 
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Hence HFo a G with lG/HFol<2. Therefore there are two cases: 
a) [G/HFol = 1 and b) IG/HFol = 2. 
a) Let (G/HFol = 1. Then H n PO is a normal subgroup of G and by 
the irreducible action of N/F0 on Fo/Z(Fo) it follows that either H n FO = FO 
or that H n Fo=Z(Fo). If H n PO= PO, then il]~n~,, would be a linear 
character of Fo, hence trivial on J’G =Z(Fo), contrary to what we have 
found above. Therefore H n Fo=Z(Fo). So 
2m+1=~G(1)‘~G/Fg(1)=~HFO(F0(1)=(~IHnFO)FO(1)=(AIZ(FO))FO(1)=22m. 
Hence m= 1, and since FO cannot be dihedral, PO has to be quaternion 
of order 8. Therefore N/CN(FO/Z(FO)) is a subgroup of Aut (Fo/Z(Fo)) = E&. 
If 3 does not divide the order of N/CN(FO/Z(FO)), then K/F0 would 
centralize Fo/Z(Fo), whence also FO itself by Burnside’s basis theorem. 
This, however, would be a contradiction to the fact that 02(N) = 1; 
see [5]. Thus 3 divides IN/CN(FO/Z(FO))I. Hence there exists an element t 
in N that induces an automorphism of order 3 on Fo/Z(Fo). That is, 
t operates irreducibly on Fo/Z(Fo). C onsider Fe(t) =B (say). Then B’= FO 
and B’ is quaternion. B contains a subgroup X such that X/F0 is a cyclic 
3-group. Finally, X has a section isomorphic to the non-monomial group 
SL(2,3) of order 24. This, however, is a contradiction to the fact that N 
is a minimal non-M-group of the shape as described above. Therefore 
case a) does not occur at all. 
b) Let IG/HFol=2. The only maximal subgroups of index 2 in G, 
containing Fo, are Ni, Ns and N. If HFo = N, then Pro would be irre- 
ducible and monomial. This, however, would be impossible since AHFo 
would be equal to, or conjugated to the non-monomial character 7. Hence 
we have HFo = Ni (say). Therefore LNi E Irr (Ni). Now 7 is contained in 
AGIN, whence by Mackey’s lemma also contained in (;1”1]~)~ = (ANiINn N1)N. 
Therefore (7, (3,Ni]r)N)=(~]r, jZNlIr).qIr E Irr (T), so 2Nl]r=~]r. Let ~7 
and 7’ be the two distinct irreducible characters of N such that 71~ =$]r. 
Then ~G~N=(~N~)GIN=(~N~~T)N=~+~‘. Hence Je]r=r]r+$Ir=2~lr= 
=ilGI~,[r. Therefore the restriction of LG to Ns cannot be irreducible 
and must decompose into two irreducible characters 01 and 01’ both of 
degree 2m. So 01 and 0~’ are two extensions of 5 to Nz. Let by definition 
/?=P%. There exists ,8’ E Irr (Nl), /?#,9’, such that ~yIIr=~]r=/l’Ir=$]r= 
=alT=&[T. 
Next we reverse the argument. We fix 5‘ E Irr (K), where [=71x. There- 
fore 5 has IN/R/(N/R)‘I = IN/RI ex t ensions to irreducible characters of N, 
that is, 5 has 2b extensions to N. These extensions can be collected in 
pairs, such that two elements 011 and aca in one pair have the same re- 
striction to T. As we saw above there is a corresponding pair of irreducible 
characters of Ni and also a corresponding pair of irreducible characters 
of Na, all of whose four restrictions to T coincide with 0~11 r = 0121 r. Therefore 
we see that 5 has 2b extensions to irreducible characters of Ni and the 
same thing holds for Ns. On the other hand, however, let G/K, being a 
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dihedral 2-group of order 2 b+r, be equal to (a, closb= 1 =cs, cat-1 =a-1). 
Then NJK and N4K are both dihedral of order 2b, for these two groups 
are the groups (aa, c) and (us, ac). This holds for b > 2. When b = 1, then 
NJK and Nz/K are both cyclic of order 2. Now, by Th. V. 17.12 of [3], 
C has lNl/K/(Nl/K)‘l extensions to irreducible characters of Nr. The 
number of these extensions equals 2b, as we saw above. By the dihedral 
structure of Nl/K for bp 2, we conclude that for b> 1 
2b = INl/K/(Nl/K)‘I = I&/K/(&/K)‘1 < 4. 
So 2 > b. Therefore, if G/K is not abelian, then G/K is dihedral of order 8. 
fj 2. PROOlp OF THEOREM 3 
We construct in this section groups G satisfying the hypotheses of 
theorem 2, and such that G/02(G) is abelian of type (28, 2). 
Let s be a fixed chosen positive integer throughout this section. Consider 
the group FO = (al, bl) ‘I’ (a~, bz) ‘f (as, b3), where (ar, btld = 1= biz= (atb#) 
is a dihedral group of order 8 for any i E (1, 2, 3). Then 30 is an extra 
special 2-group of order 2 7. I’0 admits an automorphism of order 7, let 
us call it t, such that any element E of PO, expressed in generators of PO, i.e. 
5 = aTa8&$b!b”eb# with (alb# = z, 
will be transformed in 
ft = albl e bzaabsd. Y d+t &+Y d 8 8 
The semi-direct product L= Fe(t) is a group of order 27.7= 896. Now 
t operates on F&~(Fo), viewed as a 6-dimensional symplectic vector space 
over the field Pa, and with basis (81,&, &, 61,6s, 6s). Hence t operates 
on Fo/Z(Fo) according to the matrix 
Notice that the matrix is the inverse-transpose of the matrix 
On L there exists an automorphism e of order 2, to be defined 
as follows : 
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By direct calculation the reader can verify that the action of e on (t) 
is compatible with the action of both e and t on Fo. 
Consider the group N = (lib, t, u>, where u acts as e on L, and let u 
be of order 26+1. Further we add the relation ~2’ =x. Then we will show 
that N is a minimal non-M-group. 
First of all (t, u) operates irreducibly on Fo/Z(Fo) and trivially on 
Z(F,-,). Now any proper section of N must be monomial. There are two 
possible types of proper sections of N, namely sections of proper factor 
groups of N and sections of proper subgroups of N. If we have shown 
this, then we can conclude that N is not monomial, by means of the 
aforementioned irreducible action of N/F0 on F,-,/Z(FC,). See also section 
3.5 of [5]. 
a) Let X be a section of a proper factor group N/M of N. Then we 
may assume 71 IN/MI, for otherwise N/M is a 2-group and X is monomial. 
Hence M is a 2-group and contained in the Fitting subgroup F of N. 
Now F=Fo(d). Hence M n Z(F)+ 1, see [2], th. 2.6.5. As Z(F)= 
=Z(FO)(G) is cyclic, it follows that M 1 Z(Fo). But then N/M has an 
abelian normal subgroup T/M with supersolvable factor group (N/M)/ 
(T/M). By th. V. 18.4 of [3], any section of N/M is monomial, whence 
in particular X. 
b) Let Y be a section of a proper subgroup S of N. We may assume 
that Y is a homomorphic image of S. Since SZ(FO)/Z(FO) g S/S n Z(Fo), 
we see that S n Z(Fo) =Z(Fo) implies that S I Z(Fo) and that S n Z(Fo) = 
={l) implies that SZ(FO)/Z(FO) E S. H ence without loss of generality 
we may assume that S contains Z(Fo). Let B be a maximal subgroup 
of N containing S. Then we can assume that 7 divides IBI. For otherwise 
Y would be a 2group, whence monomial. Now B contains Z(Fo). Suppose 
that BFo = N, then we find by the irreducible action of N/F0 on Fo/Z(Fo), 
that B n Fo=Z(F,,), and that B/Z(Fo) c N/Fe. Hence B/Z(Fo) is super- 
solvable, and therefore all sections of B, in particular Y, are monomial. 
Hence we can assume that BFo = B, or otherwise said, that B contains Fo. 
Therefore B=(Fo, t, ~2) =(Fo, t) ‘j (ua), and B, and all of its factor 
groups, are monomial, for (Fo, t) is monomial. The proof of this last 
statement runs as usual: Take D = (al, o2, a3, t) and let 1 be a linear 
character of D, which acts non-trivially on Z(Fo). Then P is an extension 
of the irreducible character 8 of PO of degree 23. All other irreducible 
characters of L can be build up by means of tensor products of ilL with 
the monomial characters of LIFO, or they are monomial as they are 
characters of the monomial group L/F0 lifted in the natural way to 
characters of L. Hence L is a monomial group. From the above consider- 
ations it follows that we may assume that S is properly contained in B. 
As S contains Z(Fo), the following important formula holds, as can be 
seen from counting elements: 
S=(LnS) Y((G)nS). 
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Therefore S is monomial if and only if L n S is monomial. As we have 
seen several times before, we can assume that 7 divides the order of 
L n S (otherwise the e-group Y is monomial). If L r-? S= L, then L, Y 
and S are monomial. So let L n S be a proper subgroup of L. Now 
IL/F01 =7, so L=Fo(L n S). Hence Fs n S (being equal to 3’0 n S n L) 
is a normal subgroup of L. Notice that the fact Fs n S 3 Z(I/I,)=P; has 
been used here. By the remark as made in [l], it follows that the only 
(Q-invariant normal subgroups of L are: L, Fo, (al, az, aa), (al, ~2, US, z), 
@I, b2, bs, z>, @I, b2, W and (z) (besides (1)). Since L n S is a proper 
subgroup of L, it follows that FO contains Fc, n S properly. Hence FO n S 
is abelian. Further S/S n FO is supersolvable. Finally it follows then, 
that S, and all its sections, (whence Y) are monomial. 
So we have proved that N is a minimal non-M-group. In [7] we gave 
a construction of a group G being monomial, and containing the group 
N as a normal subgroup of index 2. From that construction we see 
immediately that G/02(G) is isomorphic to an abelian group of type (28, 2). 
q.e.d. 
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